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Introduction
• The objective of this study was to characterise the electroglottography (EGG) signal based parameter Open Quotient (OQ), during fricative 

production, and during the phones preceding and following the fricative in a carrier phrase. 

• We aim to quantitatively establish if the relatively weak voicing during the fricative production may be differentiated from the stronger voicing of the 
contextual vowel. 

• Our long term goal is to understand the mechanisms by which voicing is initiated and maintained as a guide to improving strategies for initiating and 
maintaining voicing in patients with laryngeal impairment such as unilateral vocal fold paralysis (UVFP) [1].

Method
• Data were collected from 4 healthy adult speakers (2♀ and 2♂) 

producing a speech corpus of 9 isolated words with the European 
Portuguese (EP) voiced fricatives /v, z, Z/ in initial, medial and final 
word position, embedded in 42 different real EP carrier sentences. 
(VFV sequences were analysed)

• To analyse the EGG signal we built Matlab scripts based on the open 
source software MOQ interface [2-3]. We used the method “DEGG 
DECOM” t d th th t t d th b t lt hDECOM”, reported  as the one that presented the best results when 
compared to OQ measurements derived from the inverse-filtered 
glottal flow [3]. 

• These functions, developed  for the singing voice [3], assume a quasi-
periodic signal and were therefore considered to be suitable for voiced 
fricative analysis.

• We also derived the OQ using Matlab scripts based on the peakdet
approach [2] (reported as more suitable for speech [2], including rapid 
changes in voice quality).

To characterise the fricatives in terms of their production mechanisms

Discussion

Fig. 1: Normalised EGG signal. The strategy used to correlate and extract information 
on these different stages of speech production was based on the average of OQ 
values calculated from 20 ms windows centred within Phone(1, 2, 3), in order to 
characterise the steady state of fricative production, relative to adjacent phones. 

• To characterise the fricatives in terms of their production mechanisms, 
OQ derived from the EGG signal during the steady state of the fricative 
and of the adjacent vowels was analysed.

• The strategy used to correlate and extract information from these 
different modes of speech production was based on average values 
calculated for the OQ within phone1 (vowel), phone2 (fricative) and 
phone3 (vowel), as shown in Fig. 1.

Results

• There was a small increase in the OQ values during the fricative, 
relative to that of the adjacent vowels for male speakers . We can 
hypothesise that a more physically efficient voice is related with a 
decrease of the OQ value during the production of vowels [4].

• Changes observed in the EGG waveform during fricative production, 
thought to result from the rise in the supraglottal pressure due to a 
supraglottal constriction [5], may be useful in a definition of  weak 
voicing [1]. 

• Females do not seem to use the same strategy as males, and 
female’s higher f0 and smaller larynx sizes present an additional• For male data, an increase in the OQ values during fricative 

production (phone2) was observed when compared to OQ values from 
the adjacent vowels (phone1 and phone3), while for female the OQ 
values during the fricative production decreased or were 
approximately the same (see Table 1).

Table 1. Mean ± std absolute values of OQ (MOQ interface).

female s higher f0 and smaller larynx sizes present  an additional 
challenge for OQ detection from the EGG signal.

• OQ for different places of articulation: labio-dental (/v/ - [41-66]%) 
alveolar (/z/ - [38-61]%); postalveolar (/Z/- [35-69]%).

Future work
• Further work is needed to relate these results to vocal fold 

mechanics.

• We plan to extract the OQ from the inverse-filtered glottal flow (a 

OQ (%) /v/ /z/ /Z/

phone 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

♂LJ 514 636 546 503 617 516 494 698 537
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signal we simultaneously acquired during data collection) in order to 
extend our study of OQ to UVFP patients where EGG cannot be 
reliably collected. 

♂LJ 514 636 546 503 617 516 494 698 537

♂RS 526 6610 556 5313 588 547 6316 697 629

♀JG 566 4124 527 555 3822 525 5710 3529 557

♀HV 499 6217 504 446 5719 5710 507 5621 547

• OQ derived from the peakdet approach didn’t show major differences 
with the values extracted from the MOQ interface (see Fig. 1).

• However, an initial analysis revealed that the peakdet algorithm seems 
less reliable/robust. 
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• The number of samples that peakdet was able to extract the OQ 
parameter from, was less for female speakers than the MOQ interface
method ( [MOQ: 96%,  peakdet: 60%] of samples). For male speakers 
the opposite was observed but with a smaller difference ([MOQ: 81%,  
peakdet: 94%] of samples).


